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ABSTRACT

Motivation: A rapidly increasing number of microbial genomes are sequenced by organizations worldwide and are eventually included into various public genome data resources. The quality of the annotations depends largely on the original dataset providers, with erroneous or incomplete annotations often carried over into the public resources and difficult to correct.

Results: We have developed an Expert Review (ER) version of the Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) system, with the goal of supporting systematic and efficient revision of microbial genome annotations. IMG ER provides tools for the review and curation of annotations of both new and publicly available microbial genomes within IMG’s rich integrated genome framework. New genome datasets are included into IMG ER prior to their public release either with their native annotations or with annotations generated by IMG ER’s annotation pipeline. IMG ER tools allow addressing annotation problems detected with IMG’s comparative analysis tools, such as genes missed by gene prediction pipelines or genes without an associated functional annotation. Over the past year, IMG ER was used for improving the annotations of about 150 microbial genomes.

Contact: vmarkowitz@lbl.gov

1 INTRODUCTION

A rapidly increasing number of microbial genomes are sequenced by organizations worldwide, undergo similar annotation procedures, and are eventually included into public genome data resources. First, raw (“read”) sequences of microbial genomes are assembled into longer “contigs” (contiguous sequences) in order to produce “draft” genome sequences, with draft genomes sometimes “finished” by closing gaps between contigs. Next, annotation pipelines are used for predicting genes and determining their functional roles in draft or finished genomes. Subsequently, annotated microbial genome sequences are submitted to/collected by primary archival public sequence data repositories, such as Genbank (Benson et al. 2009), which perform data validation on genome datasets in order to ensure consistency of their format and, to a certain degree, their content. Datasets in these resources have different degrees of precision and resolution due to diverse annotation methods employed by individual data providers. Secondary public resources, such as NCBI’s RefSeq (Pruitt et al. 2007), further process microbial genome data from primary resources with the dual goals of providing the most current view on microbial genome sequences and of gradually increasing the quality and completeness of their associated functional annotations via manual curation and computation. In addition to public primary and secondary resources, microbial genome datasets are incorporated into a variety of tertiary resources, such as SEED (Overbeek et al. 2005) and IMG (Markowitz et al. 2008a), which further revise microbial genome annotations that may be inaccurate and sparse.

While the combined validation and curation procedures of various data resources improve to a certain degree the quality and completeness of microbial genome annotations, erroneous or incomplete annotations are often carried over into the public resources and are difficult to correct (Salzberg 2007). This problem is compounded by the rapid increase in the number of sequenced microbial genomes with incomplete and rarely curated annotations.

We have developed an Expert Review (ER) version of the Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) system, with the goal of supporting systematic and efficient revision of microbial genome annotations. IMG ER provides support for the review and curation of annotations for both new and publicly available microbial genomes in the broad integrated context of IMG’s genomes. New genome datasets are usually included into IMG ER prior to their public release either with their original annotations or with annotations generated by IMG ER’s annotation pipeline (Mavromatis et al. 2009b). IMG ER shares the goals of systems such as Manatee (http://manatee.sourceforge.net), MaGe (Vallenet et al. 2006), PeerGAD (D’Ascenzo et al. 2004), PseudoCAP (Winsor et al. 2005), and ASAP (Glanser et al. 2006), which provide mechanisms with different degrees of complexity for manual expert review of annotations, usually for specific organisms (PeerGAD, PseudoCAP), or groups of related organisms (ASAP). In contrast to organism specific annotation systems, IMG ER sets the curation within IMG’s rich comparative genome context and diverse protein family and domain characterizations that are based on a variety of functional resources (see IMG Statistics at http://img.jgi.doe.gov).

Comparative analysis in IMG allows detecting potential annotation gaps, namely genes that may have been missed by gene prediction tools and genes without predicted functions. IMG ER provides tools for filling such annotation gaps. A key goal in devising these tools was to provide seamless composition of analysis, review and curation operations. IMG’s comparative analysis framework supports an effective revision process, whereby groups of related genes are handled jointly across multiple genomes. The development of IMG ER tools was driven by and applied to the genome analysis and curation needs of over

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
150 microbial genomes included into IMG ER since November 2007, such as *Halothrophicis orenii* (Mavromatis et al. 2009a) and *Methanococcoides burtonii* (Allen et al. 2009).

A secondary goal of IMG ER is to provide support for enhanced metadata characterization of microbial genomes. Genomes in both IMG and IMG ER are characterized by metadata attributes, such as phenotype and habitat, which are based on the recommendations of the Genome Standards Consortium (Field et al. 2008). Metadata attribute values are hard to recover after genome sequences have been published, therefore they are collected at the time of genome submission to IMG ER and subsequently shared with public genome project resources such as GOLD (Liolios et al. 2008).

Gene annotations that result from expert review and curation are captured in IMG ER as so called “MyIMG” annotations associated with individual scientist or group accounts. Genomes curated with IMG ER are included into Genbank either as new submissions or acquiring first an account at http://img.jgi.doe.gov/request. Genomes curated with IMG ER are characterized by metadata attributes, such as phenotype and habitat, which are based on the recommendations of the Genome Standards Consortium (Field et al. 2008). Metadata attribute values are hard to recover after genome sequences have been published, therefore they are collected at the time of genome submission to IMG ER and subsequently shared with public genome project resources such as GOLD (Liolios et al. 2008).

Gene annotations that result from expert review and curation are captured in IMG ER as so called “MyIMG” annotations associated with individual scientist or group accounts. Genomes curated with IMG ER are included into Genbank either as new submissions or as revisions of previously submitted datasets, thus contributing to a coordinated improvement of the public genome data resources.

IMG ER is available at http://img.jgi.doe.gov/er and requires acquiring first an account at http://img.jgi.doe.gov/request.

## 2 METHODS

Microbial genome annotation is usually based on a combination of automated methods that generate a “preliminary” annotation in terms of predicted protein-coding genes, also called Coding Sequences or CDSs, and assigning to genes protein product names that may describe the biological functions of gene products, such as enzymatic activity. A preliminary annotation may also suggest the placement of a gene product in various biological pathways and functional categories.

In general microbial genome annotation reviews rely on the comparison of the genes and genomes of interest with other genes and genomes, whereby the comparison is based on gene (sequence) similarities, genome chromosomal context, and functional annotations.

### 2.1 Comparative genome context

IMG ER includes all publicly available genomes in IMG. IMG contains draft and complete genomes from all three domains of life integrated with a large number of plasmids and viruses. For example, IMG 2.8 (as of April 2009) contains a total of 4,890 genomes consisting of 1,284 bacterial, 59 archaeal, 49 eukaryotic genomes, 2,524 viruses, and 974 plasmids that did not come from a specific genome sequencing project. IMG ER is updated every four months with new genomes from IMG which in turn is updated with new genomes from RefSeq. This continuously growing set of genomes serve as reference for the annotation review and curation of unpublished (so called “private”) genomes in IMG ER.

Private genome datasets and associated metadata are submitted for inclusion into IMG ER via a web based site (Chen et al. 2008). Scientists have the option of including their genomes into IMG ER either with their native predicted genes and associated protein product names, or with genes and product names generated by IMG ER’s annotation pipeline (Mavromatis et al. 2009b). For every genome included into IMG ER, candidate homologs for its genes are computed using BLASTp with 1e-2 e-value cutoff, and low complexity soft masking turned on. Candidate homolog lists are available for filtering by percent identity, bit score, and more stringent e-values. Genes are assigned various annotations based on functional resources, such as COG clusters (Tatusov et al. 2003), Pfam (Finn et al. 2008), and TIGRfam (Selengut et al. 2007), and Gene Ontology (GO Consortium 2008). Genes are also associated with product names from the curated part of the SwissProt database (Gattiker et al. 2003), which is considered a reliable source of experimentally characterized protein products. EC numbers (Fleischmann et al. 2004) are assigned to genes using the KEGG Orthology (Kanehisa et al. 2008). Functional annotations are further characterized by their association with functional classifications including COG functional categories and the KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2008) and MetaCyc (Caspi et al. 2008) pathway collections.

Protein product review is usually a time consuming process because product names often consist of free-text descriptions which lack structure and are exposed to inconsistencies across genes and genomes. While the controlled vocabularies (enumerated lists of well defined and non-redundant terms) provided by COG clusters, Pfam, TIGRfam, KEGG Orthology, Swiss-Prot, and Gene Ontology help reviewing protein products in IMG ER, the review process may still require examining and reconciling discrepancies between different annotations and/or vocabularies. In order to facilitate this process, IMG ER provides a native collection of functional roles called IMG terms that help mediate between diverse functional annotations. IMG terms form a hierarchy, where the leaves consist of protein products that are initially assigned manually to genes of genomes already in IMG by expert scientists in Joint Genome Institute’s Genome Biology Program, and subsequently are propagated to genes of new genomes included into IMG ER via a conservative rule based term assignment mechanism. The IMG term vocabulary consists currently of over 3,900 protein products, with about 18% of genes associated with IMG terms (see the IMG Statistics section on IMG’s home page). The gradual growth of the IMG term vocabulary and of the number of genes annotated with IMG terms is expected to help improve the efficiency of the protein product curation process.

### 2.2 Genome annotation review

Genome data analysis in IMG consists of operations involving genomes, genes, and functions which can be first selected and then explored individually (Markowitz et al. 2008a). Genomes, genes and functions can be selected using browsers and search tools. Various analysis tools allow comparing genomes in terms of gene content, functional capabilities, and sequence conservation. The composition of search and comparative analysis operations is facilitated by gene and function “carts” employed for recording and managing lists of genes and functions, respectively.

IMG data analysis operations have provided the foundation for devising the genome annotation review and revision workflow which involves: (i) finding missing or problematic annotations; (ii) identifying candidates to address missing or problematic annotations; (iii) reviewing candidate annotations; and (iv) revising (curating) annotations. Several IMG analysis tools were extended in order to support the first three stages of this workflow.

---

1A detailed discussion of the rationale for IMG terms is available at: http://img.jgi.doe.gov/pub/doc/imgterms.html.
which involve only reading from the database underlying IMG. These tools are discussed in this section. IMG ER curation tools were then devised to support the fourth stage of the workflow which involves writing into the IMG database. These tools are discussed in the next section.

Protein products predicted for genes are one of the main targets for genome annotation review. The product name associated with a specific gene can be examined using IMG’s Gene Details in the context of the gene’s protein family and domain characterization based on COGs, Pfams, TIGRfams, and its role within pathways, such as the KEGG and MetaCyc metabolic pathways. When available, IMG terms, SwissProt product names, KEGG Orthology (KO) terms, and Gene Ontology (GO) terms provide additional context for examining product names. Various viewers (e.g., for displaying the alignment of the gene sequence on the COG and Pfam representative sequences), and pre-computed lists of homologs, orthologs and paralogs, provide support for reviewing product names.

Finding missing or problematic protein products across an entire genome in IMG is provided with a new Compare Gene Annotations tool. For a genome of interest, this tool provides the list of protein-coding genes and their predicted protein products together with the information about their membership in various protein families and descriptions of their functions based on this membership. This tool provides a quick way of assessing the quality of a gene’s predicted protein product by comparing it with functions suggested by the gene’s membership in protein families and identifying the most obvious discrepancies between the two. Compare Gene Annotations allows focusing the review on genes without a product name, but with evidence of potential function provided by association with a COG, Pfam, TIGRfam, KO terms, IMG terms, and SwissProt product names, as illustrated in Figure 1(i), or with a product name, but without any other evidence of function provided by association with a protein family. Potentially missing or inconsistent product names can be further reviewed through individual Gene Details, as illustrated in Figure 1(ii).

Identifying candidate product names for a query gene of interest is supported by a new Find Candidate Product Names tool which retrieves the product names of the gene’s closest homologs, as illustrated in Figure 1(iii). For each candidate product name, protein family and alignment information is provided in order to assist in choosing the appropriate product name. Subsequently, product name revision can be carried out with IMG ER curation tools, as discussed in the next section.

Enzymes predicted for genes are important for reviewing the metabolic capability of a genome. A genome is said to “miss an enzyme” on a pathway if it does not have any genes associated with an enzyme needed to catalyze a reaction on that pathway. Missing enzymes for a specific genome can be examined in IMG using the Genome Statistics section of Organism Details summary page which provides both the list of genes associated with enzymes predicted with conservative cutoff criteria, and the list of genes that could be associated with enzymes predicted using less restrictive criteria. These enzyme predictions can be reviewed for accuracy and then associated with genes using IMG ER’s MyIMG Annotation tools.

Missing enzymes for a specific genome can be also examined in the context of a specific biological pathway, as illustrated in Figure 2. KEGG pathways can be selected using the KEGG option of Find Functions in IMG’s Main Menu, as illustrated in Figure 2(i) where the Lysine degradation pathway is selected in order to examine its KEGG Pathway Details, as shown in Figure 2(ii). For a selected genome, the View Map function of the KEGG Pathway Details provides a graphical display of the pathway that highlights the enzymes (colored blue) that are associated with genes in this genome as well as with genes in other genomes. Highlighted enzymes are hyperlinked to Gene Details of the associated genes. Missing enzyme review can be then carried out using the lists of homologs and orthologs provided by the Gene Details for these genes via a sequence of analysis steps that is often complex and time consuming. A new Find Missing Enzymes option added to the View Map function facilitates the review of missing enzymes. Such enzymes are represented on the KEGG pathways either colored green, for enzymes that have a potential KO prediction for a gene in the target genome, or white otherwise, as shown in Figure 2(iii). For a missing enzyme, the Find Candidate Genes tool, illustrated in Figure 2(iv), allows searching for candidate genes in the target genome based on available KO based predictions and/or based on homologs or orthologs that are associated with the missing enzyme (e.g., EC:2.6.1.39 in Figure 2(iii)). Homolog or ortholog based searches can be carried out across all the genomes available in IMG, across a subset of genomes within a certain domain/phyla/class, or only across a previously selected subset of genomes. The search can be adjusted for percent identity and e-value cutoffs and the number of retrieved homologs. For each candidate gene, alignment information is provided in order to assist in choosing the appropriate candidate.

Missing enzymes for a specific genome can be also examined using the Function Profile tool which compares the abundance of specific enzymes across multiple genomes, as illustrated in Figure 2(v) for genomes T. volcanium and T. acidophilum. The positive integer numbers in each cell of the profile result represent the count of genes associated with a specific enzyme, while a missing enzyme is identified by a “0”. Clicking on the “0” identifying a missing enzyme, such as EC:2.6.1.39 in Figure 2(v), will lead to the Find Candidate Genes tool discussed above and shown in Figure 2(iv). When a candidate gene for a missing enzyme is considered reliable, IMG ER provides the curation tools needed for revising its annotation, as discussed in the next section.

Annotation review may also reveal genes that may have been missed by the gene prediction pipeline. In IMG such potentially “missing genes” are usually found by comparing the gene content of related genomes with the Phylogenetic Profiler for Single Genes. This tool allows finding genes in a genome of interest that are present or missing (i.e., with or without homologs) in other genomes. For example, the Phylogenetic Profiler can be used to find genes in the T. volcanium genome that are missing in its closely related genome T. acidophilum, as shown in Figure 3(i), with similarity cutoffs available for fine-tuning the search. Examining the potentially unique genes shown in Figure 3(ii) reveals a 50S ribosomal protein L40E which is known as an essential gene, probably missed by the gene prediction pipeline.

\[2\] The criteria used for predicting enzymes based on KEGG Orthology (KO) terms are available at: http://img.jgi.doe.gov/w/doc/dataprep.html.
Further review of potentially missing genes is provided by a new **Missing Gene** function that has been added to the **Phylogenetic Profiler** tool. In the example shown in Figure 3(ii), **Missing Gene** is applied on the 50S ribosomal protein L40E, which involves running TBLASTn of this *T. volcanium* gene’s protein sequence against the *T. acidophilum* DNA sequence in order to determine whether it is missing in this genome, as shown in Figure 3(iii). When a potentially missing gene is found, IMG ER provides the curation tools needed for reviewing and placing this gene on the genome, as discussed in the next section.

### 3 RESULTS

IMG analysis tools, in particular the tools discussed in the previous section, are effective in revealing gaps in microbial genome annotations, namely genes with missing or inconsistent protein product names, missing enzymes in the context of biological pathways, and genes missed during gene prediction. IMG ER provides the curation tools needed for addressing such annotation gaps, whereby these tools are coupled seamlessly with the analysis tools used for reviewing annotations.

Annotation review and curation in IMG ER is carried out prior to a genome’s public release. Users get password protected access to their “private” genomes and all publicly released genomes. Private genome datasets are included into IMG ER together with metadata attributes provided at the time of their submission.

#### 3.1 Protein product curation

IMG analysis tools allow identifying genes that may require protein product curation, in particular genes without a product name but with evidence of potential functional annotation or with product name but without evidence of functional annotation. Protein product curation in IMG ER is provided by **MyIMG Annotation** tool.

For genes for which a product name has been identified with the **Find Candidate Product Names** tool discussed above and illustrated in Figure 1(ii), **MyIMG Annotation** tool is accessed via the **Add to MyIMG Annotation** link available on the **Candidate Product Names** results page, as illustrated in Figure 1(iii). **MyIMG Annotation** allows editing the product name and associated information, such as protein description and EC number, as illustrated in Figure 1(iv). User annotations for a specific genome are recorded in the IMG ER database and can be further revised by the scientists who have access to the genome.

Protein product review can be also applied on a set of related genes that are included into IMG’s **Gene Cart**. Instead of searching for candidate product names using **Find Candidate Product Names** tool of **Gene Details**, a scientist would start by reviewing the homologs of the query gene available in its **Gene Details**’s **Homologs** section. Joint product name curation can be subsequently applied to the query gene and some of its homologs by first including them into the **Gene Cart**, and then with **MyIMG Annotation** tool that is available via the **Annotate Selected Genes** link in **Gene Cart**’s **MyIMG Annotation** section.

Note that **MyIMG Annotation** is not available in IMG where candidate product names can be reviewed for individual genes or groups of related genes, but cannot be curated.

#### 3.2 Missing enzymes

Missing enzymes for a genome can be reviewed in IMG in the context of a specific KEGG pathway, as illustrated in Figure 2(iii) or using a **Function Profile** involving specific enzymes across the genome of interest together with other genomes serving as reference context for comparison, as illustrated in Figure 2(v). For a missing enzyme of interest, the review results in a list of candidate genes that could be associated with the enzyme as discussed in the previous section and illustrated in Figure 2(vi). Missing enzyme curation in IMG ER is provided by **Add Enzyme to Candidate Gene** tool available via the **Add to MyIMG Annotation** link on the **Candidate Genes for Missing Function** results page, as illustrated in Figure 2(vi). Note that in the example shown in Figure 2(vi), the candidate gene is identified using both a KO based prediction and a search for homologs across archaeal genomes. Note also that **Add to MyIMG Annotation** is not available in IMG where candidate genes for missing enzymes can be reviewed but cannot be curated.

After a candidate gene is selected, the missing enzyme can be either added to the list of enzymes associated with the gene or can replace an existing enzyme. If the missing enzyme analysis was carried out in the context of a KEGG pathway, this pathway is redisplayed with the added enzyme colored in light blue indicating a user (MyIMG) annotation. If the missing enzyme analysis involved a **Function Profile**, this profile is recomputed in order to confirm the effect of the curation.

#### 3.3 Missing genes

The **Missing Gene** function of IMG’s **Phylogenetic Profiler for Single Genes** tool allows examining potentially missing genes, as discussed in the previous section. Missing gene curation in IMG ER is provided by **Add Missing Gene Annotation** tool available in **Missing Gene**’s **TBLASTn** result. Thus, potentially missing genes, such as that shown in Figure 3(iii), can be reviewed and recorded. First, the start and end coordinates of potentially missing genes are computed and the list of these genes is provided for further review, as illustrated in Figure 3(iv). Each gene in this list can be then examined using **Update Missing Gene Annotation**, as illustrated in Figure 3(v). **MyMissing Gene Neighborhood** viewer allows reviewing the new gene in the context of its chromosomal neighborhood, while a **Sequence Viewer** helps review the gene coordinates by displaying the six frame translation with putative ORFs, potential start codons, Shine-Delgano regions, and associated GC plot. Following the review of its coordinates, a missing gene can be recorded in IMG ER’s database.

Reviewing the genes predicted for a genome may also reveal problematic genes that need to (i) have their coordinates adjusted, or (ii) deleted (removed) from the genome, or (iii) be merged into a single gene. For all these cases, the **Remove Gene from Genome** field of **MyIMG Annotation** allows deleting the problematic genes after they are included in the **Gene Cart** for annotation. Pseudogenes can be marked using a **Pseudogene** binary field in **MyIMG Annotation**. In order to adjust the coordinates of a gene or merge genes into a single gene, a new gene is then specified using a **New Missing Gene Annotation** tool that is similar in structure and functionality to the **Update Missing Gene Annotation** discussed above.
While the homologs, paralogs, and orthologs of predicted genes are computed as part of a genome’s inclusion into IMG ER, such computations are not performed for missing or new genes since they would affect all the genomes in the system. These computations are carried out by reloading the revised genome into IMG ER.

3.4 Annotation review

User annotations can be reviewed using the View My Annotations section of the IMG User Annotations page, as illustrated in Figure 4(i). Two review alternatives are provided: genes can be displayed in a tabular format, where each row consists of the annotations for an individual gene, as illustrated in Figure 4(ii); or genes are displayed grouped by individual genomes, as illustrated in Figure 4(iii). Missing genes can be reviewed separately, as illustrated in Figure 4(iv). User annotations can be exported to/importer from tab-delimited files.

Gene annotations are revised either by individual scientists or groups of scientists working jointly. For group reviews, each scientist can see all the annotations within the group, but cannot override other scientist’s annotation. Groups usually have a leader with editorial privileges and coordination responsibilities. In most cases scientists within a group work on different sets of genes or different areas, such as examining different metabolic pathways. Potential conflicts are resolved through direct interactions between scientists or through the group leader. This revision strategy seems to work without problems, mainly because scientists within a group know and trust each other.

From September 2007 to June 2009, the annotations of about 20,500 genes were revised across 380 genomes with IMG ER. For 9 of these genomes the annotation review lead to publications, including (Alen et al. 2009), (Anderson et al. 2009), (Herlemann et al. 2009), and (Mavromatis et al. 2009). In addition to individual genome reviews, the annotations of a group of 56 Genomic Encyclopedia for Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) genomes (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/programs/GEBA/pilot.html) were revised by JGI scientists using IMG ER (Wu et al. 2009).

Comprehensive annotation reviews, such as that conducted for M. burtonii (Alen et al. 2009) where a group of scientists revised the annotations for 2,431 genes over a period of several years require a major investment of time and therefore are not frequent. Such large scale annotation reviews sometime involve an evidence rating system set up by the reviewers. For example, the protein products of M. burtonii genes are associated with an evidence rating (ER) ranging from ER1 (experimentally characterized function) to ER5 (no evidence for function). IMG ER’ MyIMG Annotation provides both an inference field for entering such ratings and a field for recording bibliographic references when available.

Once a genome’s annotation review is completed, IMG ER provides tools for generating either the submission file required for including a new genome into Genbank or the revision file required for updating the annotations for a genome that is already available in Genbank.

4 DISCUSSION

IMG ER curation tools were devised as extensions of the IMG analysis tools generally employed for reviewing microbial genome annotations. Such reviews are usually performed in the context of phylogenetically related genomes, whereby discrepancies between the annotations of the target genome to that of close phylogenetic neighbors serve as warnings for potential problems. Accordingly, the Phylogenetic Profiler tool that allows examining differences in gene content across related genomes provides the basis for missing gene curation, while the Function Profile tool that allows examining differences in protein and functional families across genomes, provides the basis for missing enzyme curation.

The IMG ER curation tools aim at improving the efficiency of the annotation revision process. They were gradually extended by evaluating them in the context of microbial genome studies, such as Methanococcoides burtonii (Alen et al. 2009). The protein product curation tools, which were part of the first IMG ER version released to users in 2007, have been applied to the manual annotation of tens of genomes. The development of the missing enzyme curation tools was driven by the Halothermothrix oreii study (Mavromatis et al. 2009a), whereby these tools helped reduce substantially the time required for the analysis of potentially missing enzymes in metabolic pathways3. The missing gene curation tools provide a streamlined version of protein coding gene analysis available in sequence annotation systems such as Artemis (Rutherford et al. 2000). While users have the option of using such systems in conjunction with IMG ER, IMG ER missing gene curation allows them to save time by remaining within the framework of a single system where they can record all their annotations.

IMG ER genome annotation curation capabilities continue to be extended. For missing enzyme curation, finding candidate genes currently is carried out in the context of KEGG pathways and relies on KEGG Orthology based enzyme predictions. The breadth of candidate gene searches will be extended through additional PathoLogic enzyme predictions (Green and Karp 2004) generated in the context of MetaCyc/BioCyc pathways (Caspi et al. 2007). This extension has been enabled through the inclusion of MetaCyc pathways into IMG, with the addition of PathoLogic predicted enzymes planned for future versions of IMG and IMG ER.

A metagenomic specific counterpart for IMG ER, IMG/M ER, provides the same capabilities as IMG ER for the review and curation of metagenome datasets. IMG/M ER is based on the IMG/M metagenome data management and analysis system (Markowitz et al. 2008b) and contains the same reference baseline of isolate genomes as IMG ER, integrated with 65 public metagenome datasets from IMG/M (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/m). In addition, IMG/M ER contains 275 unpublished (i.e., “private”) metagenome datasets that are part of 85 ongoing metagenome studies. Metagenome datasets are included into IMG/M ER via the same submission site as that employed for IMG ER, and involves collecting the values for a comprehensive set of metagenome specific metadata attributes.

Metagenome datasets are substantially more complex and large than isolate genome datasets, and are inherently fragmented and

3 Analyzing H. oreii with IMG ER is described in IMG’s documentation at: http://img.jgi.doe.gov/w/doc/Halothermothrix_orenii_case_study.pdf.
incomplete. While the missing enzyme tools are used to expand the annotation coverage for metagenome datasets, a review and curation process similar to that for isolate genomes is seldom used for such datasets. Instead, IMG/M ER is mainly employed for examining the functional capabilities of metagenome datasets in the context of isolate reference genomes. IMG/M ER’s comparative analysis tools allow detecting assembly or gene prediction errors (Martin et al. 2006) which may lead to reprocessing the datasets and then reloading them into IMG/M ER as part of an iterative review process. Since the sequencing technology platforms and data processing methods employed for generating metagenome datasets keep evolving, we will continue to observe how scientists review such datasets in order to extend IMG/M ER with additional analysis and curation capabilities.
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Fig. 1. Missing protein product analysis in IMG and IMG ER often starts with (i) **Compare Gene Annotations** for a genome of interest and usually involves (ii) examining the **Gene Details** of genes without product names but with other functional annotation evidence, and (iii) finding **Candidate Product Names** for these genes. The product names of the genes under review can be then (iv) curated in IMG ER using the **MyIMG Annotation** tool.

Fig. 2. Missing enzyme analysis starts with (i) the selection of a KEGG pathway and (ii) selection of a genome of interest in order to (iii) display its missing enzymes on the pathway map. Missing enzyme links lead to a tool for (iv) **Finding Candidate Genes** that could be associated with the missing enzyme. The analysis can also start with a (v) **Function Profile** involving enzymes across genomes of interest, with links from missing enzymes to the **Find Candidate Genes** tool. Candidate genes can be then (vi) examined and associated with the missing enzyme using the **MyIMG Annotation** tool in IMG ER.
Fig. 3. Missing gene analysis starts with (i) the Phylogenetic Profiler for Single Genes for finding genes in a reference genome without homologs (i.e., missing) in the genome of interest. Subsequently, the (ii) Missing Gene search can be applied on a gene selected from the Phylogenetic Profiler result, with (iii) the result provided in TBLASTn format. Missing genes can be then (iv) examined and (v) curated using My Missing Gene Annotation tool in IMG ER.

Fig. 4. Annotations for the genes of a genome undergoing revision within IMG ER can be reviewed using (i) View My Annotations section of the IMG User Annotations. Genes can be examined (ii) in a tabular format, where each row consists of the annotations for an individual gene, or (iii) grouped by individual genomes. (iv) Missing gene annotations can be reviewed separately.